# NAVY RESERVE FORCE

1915 FORRESTAL DRIVE
NORFOLK VA 23551-4615

---

## MANPOWER AND PERSONNEL

- **N1** DCOS MANPOWER & PERSONNEL 322-2240
- **N1B** DEPUTY MANPOWER AND PERSONNEL 322-2241
- **N1C1** SO 72 322-2261
- **N1C2** SELRES PAY 322-2241
- **N1C4** DATA INTEGRTY/RESERVE SYSTEMS 322-2355

## INTELLIGENCE/INFORMATION OPERATIONS

- **N2** DCOS INTEL AND INFORMATION OPERATIONS

## FORCE MEDICAL

- **N9** DCOS FORCE MEDICAL 322-5645

## PLANS AND POLICY

- **N5** DCOS PLANS & POLICY 322-6561
- **N51** DEPUTY DCOS/FUTURE PLANS 322-2077
- **N52** FORCE PLANS 322-2427
- **N53** STAFF PLANS & POLICY 322-6642
- **N54** FORCE DIVERSITY (EXECUTION) 322-6642
- **N56** ALCOHOL & DRUG CONTROL 322-5685

## INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

- **N6** DCOS INFORMATION TECH 322-6643
- **N6A** DEPUTY DCOS INFO TECH 322-6643
- **N63** CUSTOMER SERVICE/NMCI PM 322-6648
- **N64** INFO ASSURANCE 322-6650
- **N65** MGMT INFO SYSTEMS 444-4475
- **N68** LOGISTICS SUPPORT 462-5653
- **N6E** EKMS 322-6649

## EDUCATION AND TRAINING

- **N7** DCOS EDUCATION AND TRAINING
- **N7A** DEPUTY DCOS EDUCATION AND TRAINING
- **N71** PLANS & RESOURCES 322-6621
- **N72** TRAINING TECHNOLOGY 322-6595

## LOGISTICS

- **N4** DCOS LOGISTICS 322-6548
- **N4A** ADCOS LOGISTICS /PLN&POL 322-6553
- **N41** GPC PROGRAM 322-6556
- **N41L** GTC PROGRAM 322-6556
- **N41S** CLOTHING 322-6550

## FINANCIAL RESOURCES

- **N8** DCOS RESOURCES 322-5693
- **N8A** DEPUTY COMPTROLLER 322-6594
- **N81** ORNR DIRECTOR 322-5755
- **N82** RPN DIRECTOR 322-5696
- **N83** ACCOUNTING 322-5706
- **N84** PCM RESOURCE MGT 322-5719
- **N85** ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING 322-5719

---

**ECH II**

According to Activity Manpower Document MAY 2011

Combined staff with CNRFC (ECH III) staff (italics)